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C
on
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R
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P
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B
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Reg. 7080 (F
February 100,
2012)

der Secretary
y Kappos:
Dear Und
Hewlett-Pack
H
kard Compan
ny (“HP”) th
hanks the U.S
S. Patent andd Trademarkk Office
(“USPTO
O”) for the opportunity
o
to provide co
omments in rresponse to tthe proposedd Changes too
Implement Transition
nal Program
m for Covered
d Business M
Method Patennts published in the Fedderal
Register on February
y 10, 2012 (th
he “Notice”)). Our comm
ments below
w are primariily focused oon
ng certainty for
f participan
nts in the Trransitional Prrogram for C
Covered Bussiness Methood
increasin
Patents, and
a insuring
g the legislatiive intent is clearly folloowed in the pproposed rulles.
Section 18 off the Leahy-S
Smith Ameriica Invents A
Act (“AIA”)) establishes a Transitionnal
Program for Covered
d Business Method
M
Paten
nts. Section 18(d)(1) speecifies that a covered
business method pateent is “a pateent that claim
ms a methodd or correspoonding apparratus for
ng data proccessing or oth
her operations used in thhe practice, aadministratioon, or
performin
managem
ment of a finaancial produ
uct or servicee, except thaat the term dooes not incluude patents ffor
technolog
gical inventiions.” Sectio
on 42.301(a)) of the propposed rules aadopts this ddefinition by
stating:
Coverred business method pateent means a patent that cclaims a metthod or
corressponding app
paratus for performing
p
ddata processiing or other ooperations uused
in the practice, ad
dministration
n, or manageement of a finnancial prodduct or servicce,
except that the terrm does not include
i
pateents for technnological invventions.
“C
Covered bussiness metho
od patents” th
hus are limitted to only thhose patentss that claim a
method or
o corresponding apparattus for perfo
orming data pprocessing oor other operrations used in
the practiice, administration, or management
m
of a financiaal product orr service. Fuurthermore, even
if a paten
nt does claim
m a method or
o correspond
ding apparattus for perfoorming data pprocessing oor
other opeerations used
d in the practtice, adminisstration, or m
managementt of a financiial product oor
service, the
t patent is exempt if it is for a “tecchnological iinvention.”
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While the USPTO proposes a definition for the “technological inventions” exception
pursuant to Section 18(d)(2), HP is concerned that there is no proposed guidance with respect to
the scope of covered business method patents. In particular, there is no proposed definition of
the term “financial product or service.” As a result, colorful interpretations of the term may lead
to unintended patents being included in Section 18 proceedings, a point that was acknowledged
by Senator Kyl who stated that “it often will be unclear on the face of the patent whether it
relates to a financial product or service.”1 This potential result appears to contradict the stated
intent of Section 18, which was to address “concerns originally raised in the 110th Congress
about financial institutions’ inability to take advantage of the authority to clear checks
electronically pursuant to the Check Clearing for the 21st Century Act, at chapter 50 of title 12 of
the U.S. Code, without infringing the so-called Ballard patents, patents number 5,910,988 and
6,032,137.”2
In view of the above, HP suggests amending the proposed rule to include guidance to
assist with determining whether claimed subject matter is directed to a “financial product or
service.” In particular, HP suggests amending the proposed rule to include two factors to
consider on a case-by-case basis. The first factor is whether the claimed subject matter is
directed to an agreement between two parties stipulating the movement of money or other
consideration now or in the future. This factor is consistent with Senator Schumer’s statement
that “[a]t its most basic, a financial product is an agreement between two parties stipulating
movements of money or other consideration now or in the future.” 3 The second factor is
whether the claimed subject matter is particular to the characteristic of financial institutions.
This factor is consistent with Senator Kyl’s statement that the USPTO may “look at how the
patent has been asserted” and “[w]ith this and other information, the Office should be able to
determine whether the patent reads on products or services that are particular to characteristic of
financial institutions.”4
In summary, HP proposes the following amendment to Section 42.301(a):
Covered business method patent means a patent that claims a method or
corresponding apparatus for performing data processing or other operations used
in the practice, administration, or management of a financial product or service,
except that the term does not include patents for technological inventions. In
determining whether the claimed subject matter is directed to a financial product
or service, the following factors should be considered on a case-by-case basis:
1. whether the claimed subject matter is directed to an agreement
between two parties stipulating the movement of money or other
consideration now or in the future; and
2. whether the claimed subject matter is particular to the characteristic of
financial institutions.
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HP thanks the USPTO for providing the public the opportunity to comment on the
proposed rules to implement the Transitional Program for Covered Business Method Patents.
We would be pleased to answer any questions these comments may raise, and look forward to
participation in the continuing development of the rules for implementation of the AIA.
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